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Abstract. This paper explores the future development trends, strategic recommendations, and the promotion and application of interdisciplinary integration in animation education. It highlights that with technological advancements and innovations, the animation industry is experiencing unprecedented opportunities characterized by the deep integration of technology and art, coexistence of diversity and personalization, strengthened interdisciplinary cooperation and communication, and a blend of international and local elements. Emphasizing the importance of interdisciplinary integration in animation education, the article proposes several strategic recommendations and measures. These include strengthening interdisciplinary course development, establishing interdisciplinary research teams, focusing on practical teaching components, and promoting interdisciplinary integration outcomes. The goal of these recommendations is to cultivate animation talents with broad knowledge backgrounds and high comprehensive qualities, providing robust support for the innovative development of the industry. Additionally, the paper envisions the future development of interdisciplinary integration in animation education, aiming to promote knowledge sharing and innovation across different fields, expand the application areas of animation technology, and drive technological innovation and development in animation. These visions are intended to foster the continuous and healthy development of the animation industry, enhancing its overall level and competitiveness. In summary, this paper aims to support the innovative development of the animation industry through a comprehensive exploration of interdisciplinary integration in animation education, providing valuable references and insights for educators and practitioners, and promoting the reform and development of animation education.
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1. The Trend of Integration between New Humanities and New Engineering

In contemporary times, the integration of New Humanities and New Engineering has become a significant trend, with the boundaries between humanities and engineering gradually blurring and interdisciplinary integration deepening. This integration is not only reflected in the cross-disciplinary assimilation of knowledge but also in the exploration and practice of innovative methods. For the animation field, this trend presents unprecedented opportunities and challenges. As a core part of the creative industry, animation has always pursued the perfect combination of technology and art. Under the backdrop of New Humanities and New Engineering, the animation discipline needs to re-evaluate its talent cultivation model and recognize the importance of fostering interdisciplinary knowledge and skills. This approach not only responds to the increasingly complex and diverse demands of the animation industry but also provides a profound insight into the future development of the animation sector.

Technological innovation, as the core driving force of New Humanities and New Engineering, has had a profound impact on the development of animation. On one hand, technological innovation has driven breakthroughs and upgrades in animation technology, significantly enhancing the visual effects and interactive experiences of animated works. On the other hand, technological innovation has also provided unlimited possibilities for animation content innovation, offering creators a broader creative space from storylines and character settings to narrative methods.

Moreover, the development of New Humanities and New Engineering has provided powerful momentum for the interdisciplinary integration of animation. By introducing new technologies, methods, and concepts, animation can deeply integrate with fields such as computer science, art
design, and psychology. This interdisciplinary integration not only promotes technological and content innovation but also helps cultivate versatile talents proficient in both technology and art. In this context, the animation field must actively adapt to changes, engaging in exchanges and collaborations with other disciplines. Through collaboration with computer science and art design, the animation field can leverage cutting-edge technologies and design concepts to enhance its capabilities in technological and content innovation. Simultaneously, by cooperating with psychology and sociology, the animation field can gain deeper insights into human psychology and social phenomena, creating works that resonate more profoundly with audiences.

Interdisciplinary cooperation and exchange enhance the overall strength and international competitiveness of the animation field. Collaborating with top international universities and research institutions allows the animation field to introduce advanced educational concepts and research resources, cultivating outstanding talents with international perspectives and innovative capabilities. These talents can play significant roles domestically and showcase the charm and strength of Chinese animation on the global stage.

2. The Necessity of Interdisciplinary Integration in Animation Studies

Interdisciplinary integration has become a crucial driving force for innovation in the development of the animation field. This integration not only broadens creators' horizons but also injects new vitality into animation art. By incorporating knowledge and methods from other disciplines, animation creators can find more inspiration and possibilities, enriching the expressive forms of animation art. Interdisciplinary integration profoundly enhances the innovative capacity of animation. The collision of knowledge and thinking styles from different disciplines sparks new ideas and concepts. This cross-disciplinary fusion promotes innovative development in animation art in terms of form, style, and content, meeting the increasingly diverse needs of audiences. As audience aesthetics continue to evolve, animation works need to continuously innovate to attract and retain viewers. Interdisciplinary integration provides animation creators with more creative ideas and methods, enabling them to produce more attractive and competitive works.

Interdisciplinary integration also helps the animation field better adapt to market demands. With rapid technological advancements and changing audience preferences, the animation market is becoming more diversified and personalized. Through interdisciplinary integration, animation creators can keep up with the trends, understand market changes, and create works that better align with audience tastes. This flexibility and adaptability help the animation field maintain a leading position in a competitive market. Interdisciplinary integration is not simply about amalgamating knowledge from different disciplines; it requires an organic fusion to form new creative ideas and methods. This necessitates that animation creators possess interdisciplinary knowledge and thinking, flexibly applying knowledge from various fields to solve creative problems. Simultaneously, educators and practitioners must continuously explore and practice to promote innovation and development in animation art.

In the process of interdisciplinary integration, the animation field needs to establish close cooperative relationships with other disciplines. This cooperation not only facilitates knowledge sharing and exchange but also drives technological and content progress. By collaborating with other disciplines, the animation field can introduce more innovative resources and ideas, providing more possibilities and choices for animation creation. The implementation paths for interdisciplinary integration in the animation field are diverse. Interdisciplinary integration in animation studies is significant for broadening creative horizons, enhancing innovative capacity, and adapting to market demands. Future animation creation and development need to focus more on exploring and practicing interdisciplinary integration, introducing knowledge and methods from other disciplines to inject new vitality into animation art. Additionally, strengthening cooperation and exchange with other disciplines is essential to jointly promote innovation and development in animation art. Only in this
way can the animation field maintain a leading position in a competitive market and bring more excellent and profound works to audiences.

3. The Impact of Interdisciplinary Integration on Animation Studies

With the continuous development of interdisciplinary integration, its impact on animation studies has become increasingly significant. This integration has driven profound changes in teaching content, teaching methods, and talent cultivation quality in the animation field. In terms of teaching content, interdisciplinary integration promotes the introduction of more interdisciplinary knowledge and methods into animation studies, enriching and diversifying the teaching content. This not only broadens students' knowledge but also cultivates their innovative thinking and interdisciplinary literacy, thereby nurturing more competitive and creative animation talents.

Regarding teaching methods, interdisciplinary integration encourages the adoption of more flexible and diverse teaching approaches in animation studies. Traditional single teaching models are being replaced by more inspiring and practical teaching methods. For example, project-based learning and problem-based learning can stimulate students' interest and creativity, fostering their practical skills and teamwork spirit. Interdisciplinary integration also promotes the organic combination of online and offline teaching, providing students with more personalized and efficient learning experiences.

In terms of cross-disciplinary research, interdisciplinary integration drives collaborative research between animation and other fields, forming new research directions and areas. For instance, animation studies can collaborate with computer science, art design, and psychology to explore applications of virtual reality technology in animation production, aesthetic psychology of animation works, and more. This provides new momentum for academic research and industrial development in animation, fostering continuous innovation and advancement in animation art and technology.

Interdisciplinary integration also positively impacts the quality of talent cultivation in the animation field. By training high-quality talents with interdisciplinary knowledge and skills, it provides strong support for the sustainable development of the animation industry. These talents not only possess core skills in animation but also integrate knowledge and methods from other disciplines into their creations, producing more creative and profound works. They can better adapt to market demands and industry development trends, contributing significantly to the prosperity of the animation industry.

4. Exploring Interdisciplinary Integration in the Animation Industry

The animation industry demonstrates its diverse intersections with other disciplines in the practice of interdisciplinary integration, thus driving innovation and development in the field of animation. This integration is not only evident in the combination of art and technology but also involves deep integration with humanities, social sciences, and economics.

Firstly, the combination of art and technology injects innovative vitality into the animation industry. As a comprehensive art form, animation integrates knowledge from various fields such as visual arts, film production, and computer science. This interdisciplinary integration enriches animation works in visual effects, interactivity, and narrative techniques. The application of visual arts makes animation scenes more expressive and artistically impactful, while advancements in film production technology provide more possibilities for narrative and pacing in animation. Meanwhile, the development of computer science brings technological breakthroughs to animation, such as the application of technologies like virtual reality and augmented reality, allowing audiences to immerse themselves in more realistic animated worlds. This fusion of art and technology brings unprecedented innovative power to the animation industry, driving the continuous development of animation art.

Secondly, the intersection between animation and humanities and social sciences reflects profound humanistic thinking and social values in works. Animation works not only have visual impact but also serve as important carriers of cultural heritage and social values. Through integration with disciplines such as literature, history, and psychology, the animation industry can deeply explore the
diversity and complexity of human society, providing audiences with unique perspectives for contemplating life and exploring the world. Animation works convey rich cultural connotations and social significance through storytelling and character portrayal, prompting audiences to engage in profound reflections on issues such as human nature, emotions, and morality. This integration of humanities and social sciences not only enriches the artistic connotations of animation works but also enhances their social value and influence.

As an integral part of the creative industry, the animation industry is closely linked with disciplines such as business and economics. In the global market competition, the animation industry needs to pay attention to factors such as market demand and consumer psychology to ensure the competitiveness and maximize the industrial value of works. Through integration with economics, the animation industry can better understand market dynamics and consumer demands, formulate effective marketing strategies, and promotional methods. Meanwhile, the animation industry also needs to continuously explore new business models and revenue streams, such as merchandise development and copyright operation, to achieve sustainable development of the industry. This integration of economics provides strong support for the commercial operation and market expansion of the animation industry.

It is worth noting that interdisciplinary integration does not mean simply stacking knowledge and theories from different disciplines. On the contrary, it requires finding commonalities and integration points among disciplines based on a deep understanding of their characteristics, thus achieving true cross-disciplinary innovation. This requires professionals in the animation industry to have solid professional foundations as well as interdisciplinary learning and thinking abilities. Meanwhile, animation education and research institutions also need to continuously update their educational concepts and methods to provide students with broader interdisciplinary learning platforms and practical opportunities.

The animation industry demonstrates rich intersections with other disciplines in the practice of interdisciplinary integration. This integration not only drives the innovation and development of animation art but also enhances the artistic value and social significance of works. At the same time, the integration of the animation industry with disciplines such as business and economics lays a solid foundation for the sustainable development of the industry. In the future, with the continuous advancement of technology and changes in the market, the animation industry needs to continue deepening the exploration of interdisciplinary integration in practice, contributing more to the prosperity and development of animation art. This trend of interdisciplinary integration will also provide valuable references and inspirations for the development of other creative industries.

In conclusion, the exploration of interdisciplinary integration in the animation industry demonstrates the innovation and foresight of animation technology. In the future, with continuous technological advancements and the deepening of interdisciplinary integration, the animation industry will present more diverse creative forms and expressive techniques, providing audiences with more unique and thrilling viewing experiences. Interdisciplinary integration will also bring more challenges and opportunities to the animation industry, promoting innovation and development within the industry. In summary, the development trends of new liberal arts and new engineering bring unprecedented development opportunities for the animation profession. The animation profession needs to keep pace with the times, proactively adapt to these trends, and enhance its strength and international competitiveness through interdisciplinary integration and innovation-driven approaches. At the same time, the animation profession needs to maintain sharp insights and forward-thinking, continuously exploring new technologies, methods, and ideas to tackle future challenges and opportunities. Only in this way can the animation profession achieve sustainable development and innovative breakthroughs in the context of new liberal arts and new engineering, making greater contributions to the prosperity and development of the creative industry.
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